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ARTHUR H. BENADE & DOUGLAS H. KEEFE

of a
Physics
New Clarinet Design

The

the 1980s, Arthur H. Benade was active in applying his
lifetime'sknowledge to the design of new woodwind instruments,
and in particularto a new clarinetdesign that he called the NX (or New
experimental) clarinet. His untimely death in 1987 prevented the
publicationuntil now of the scientificissuesunderlyingBenade'sprocess
of design. This reportcollects togetherBenade'swritingsand researchon
this subject.The physicalprinciplesbehind the questionof what makesa
woodwind excellent aredescribedin a companionreport(Benade, 1994)
along with a review of the historicaldevelopmentof the clarinet. The
companion report, the woodwind chaptersin the re-publication(1990)
of Benade's Fundamentalsof MusicalAcoustics,and the article on the
clarinet by Benade and Kouzoupis (1988) serve as introductionsto the
presentwork.
Section I presentsan overview of the factors that influence clarinet
tuning. This section is based upon the detailedlecture notes of Benade
(1977) preparedfor a course on the acousticalevolution of woodwind
instruments. It summarizesBenade's measurementson historical and
modern clarinetsthat servedas the basisfor his new designideas. Section
II is a descriptionof the NX clarinetdesign considerations,adaptedfrom
notes dictatedby ArthurH. Benade to VirginiaBenade in the summerof
1987. The personal style and technical content of the original
communicationhave been largelyretained.The minor editorialchanges
that have been made (by Virginia Benade and Keefe) include small
changes in wording and a condensation of theoretical material on
second-order effects and on the acoustics of conical waveguides. For a
more complete treatmentof conical waveguides,see Benade (1988). A
summaryof Benade'smeasurementsof the NX clarinet is presentedin
Section III. Sections I and III were written by Keefe basedupon written
lecture notes and transparenciesfrom various presentationsby Benade.
An appendix, written by Keefe, provides additional information on
topicsin the main text.1
It is painfullyobvious that a complete exposition of the NX clarinet
has not been given here. This report is limited to a description of the
physics that was important to Arthur Benade during the process of
designinga new clarinet,a presentationof availableexperimentaldataon
the NX clarinetcomparedwith other clarinets,and occasionalanecdotal
referencesto the instrument'sresponseto the player.This reportdoes not
DURING
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addressissues relatedto key mechanisms,nor does it present sufficient
information to allow others to replicateits design. It is hoped that the
reportwill be of valuein summarizingthe interestingphysicsinvolvedin
modifying the design of a woodwind and in documenting particular
aspects of the NX clarinet design for future advances by scientists,
instrument-makers,andmusicians.
I. TUNING A CLARINET
The overalltuning of a clarinetis influencedby both the open and closed
tone holes, the cross-sectionalareaof the main bore of the clarinet,the
position of the register hole, and the design of the bell. It is also
influencedby the player'sembouchureand the reed/mouthpiece design.
These relationshipsarepresentedin this section.
Tomeeta clarinet
The playing demonstrationsdescribedhere for the B6,sopranoclarinet
are generallysimilarto those used for the other membersof the clarinet
family.Departuresfor other membersare that the low-pitched clarinets
give their playersless rangeof adjustmentsof reed frequency,and thatthe
A clarinetbehavesdifferentlybecausethe same reed is used on a slightly
lower-pitchedinstrumentthat has a slightly lower cutoff frequency.We
examine the stepsinvolvedin learninghow to meet a clarinet.
1) Play the second-registernote E5,whose nominal playingfrequency
is 587 Hz, and centre up the note. (All pitch names correspondto the
written pitch classand octave,not the sounding pitch.)2It turnsout that
this note has a unique setting of the reed resonancefrequency.There is
only one way the reed resonancef, can be alignedwith the harmonicsof
this note. If the playerattemptsto set the reed resonanceto feed the third
harmonic, the desiredfrequency(1762 Hz) is too low to reachwithout
severestrain.The fifth harmonicat 2935 Hz is just barelyreachable,but
it cannot keep the oscillation alive without the register hole. It is
energeticallyfavourablefor the playerto align the reed resonancenear
the fourth harmonic at 2350 Hz, remembering that even and odd
harmonics are of approximatelyequal strength in the mouthpiece
spectrumabovethe cutofffrequency(1500 Hz).
2) Make sure the embouchureis properlyset by ascertainingthat the
level with the registerhole closed, but restarts
note persistsat mezzo-forte
at the low-registerA3 if the reed is touched with the tongue. A slight
slackeningof the embouchurefrom this proper setting also producesa
drop to the A3note, as does a slighttightening.A properalignmentof the
reed resonance with an upper harmonic supports the Es note even
though the registerhole is closed. If the reed resonanceis not aligned
with an upper harmonicof the clarion-registernote, then the threshold
condition for the cognate chalumeau-registernote (A3 in this case) is
more easilysatisfiedand a shiftin registeroccurs.3
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3) Play quickly down the scale from a properly centred Es to B4,
slackeningyour embouchure as you go. (Do not try to maintain the
intermediatenotes with the register hole closed as yet!) Blowing at a
mezzo-forteto fortelevel, find the centrednote that is confirmedby your
ability to maintainthe B4 without using the registerhole. This note is
supportedby energy injection at the fundamental(440 Hz) and the fifth
harmonic (2200 Hz), the latter correspondingto maintainingthe reed
resonance at the fifth harmonic as you play down the scale. It is also
possible to align the reed resonance to the sixth or seventh harmonic,
2640 or 3080 Hz, respectively.Note that the B4 note can centreand sing
at a higher and at a lower pitch! This is musicallyimportant.
4) If you centre the Es again, as in step 1, and then tighten (or slack
off) enough to repeatthe performanceat Ds, your reed frequencywill be
near 2640 Hz, which feeds the fifth harmonic of Ds. Without a change
in embouchure,a sudden closing of the holes to fingerB4 againshows it
is possible at forte playing levels to maintainthe B4 note in the clarion
registerwithout opening the registerhole, this time by way of the reed
resonance aligned at the sixth harmonic of the B4 fundamental.The
playingfrequencyof this B4is a little higherthan thatobtainedin step 3.
5) Pinching hard will weakly centre the B4 by the alignment of the
reed resonance to the seventh harmonic (3080 Hz), but it is usually
impossibleto maintainthe note without opening the registerhole.
6) Return to E5 and resetyour embouchureas in step 1. Now play up
the scale with slowly tightening embouchureto Gs, whose fundamental
sounds at 698 Hz. This proceduremaintainsthe alignment of the reed
resonancewith the fourth harmonicof the note, ending at 2792 Hz. It is
possiblein this case to maintainthe Gs with the embouchurehole closed.
A more centred and 'clarinetish'sound, characterizedby strong odd
harmonics, can be obtained by playing a little flat to align the reed
resonancewith the thirdharmonicin the vicinity of 2094 Hz. This reed
resonancefrequencyis getting too low for realcomfort.
7) Notice that when the reed resonanceis set at about 2792 Hz to feed
the fourth harmonic of Gs, a setting results that will feed the third
harmonicof the Cs above,or the fifth harmonicof the D#sbelow (in the
mouthpiece pressure spectrum, the odd and even harmonics of the
clarinet above the 1500 Hz cutoff frequencyare approximatelyof equal
amplitude).It is worth some carefulthought about the implicationsof
this remark(and of step 4 above)for the tuning of a clarinetby its maker
and for the intonationbehaviourof the instrumentin the player'shands.
8) A procedurevery similarto all the above shows that Bs is best fed
with its reed resonancealigned to the third harmonic (2640 Hz) of the
playing frequency. Recognize that the same embouchure setting will
very nearlycentre up F#svia input to its 2640 Hz fourth harmonicor the
fifth harmonicof Ds.
It is very instructive to follow through and to observe by playing
115
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demonstrationsthe behaviourof other partsof the scale,recallingthatthe
reed resonancefrequencyof the sopranoclarinetcan be set in the range
of 2000-3000 Hz without strain.
for theclarinet
Tuningcurves
Considera standardclarinetfingeringin the chalumeauregisterin which
all of the upstreamtone holes are closed and all the downstreamtone
holes are open. The simplestmodel of a clarinetis that it actsacoustically
as a cylindricaltube open at the end. Such a model predictsthat the first
and second resonantmodes of the aircolumn,fi andf2,respectively,lie in
a 3:1 ratio. The mode ratio f2/fi on the logarithmic frequency axis is
normalizedto 0 centswhen this harmonicrelationshipis satisfied.
Such a simplifiedmodel mistakenlyassumesthat the lattice of open
holes is acousticallyequivalentto a constant length correction over all
frequencies.A physicalanalysisof the lattice propertiesof a clarinet-like
air column shows that the open hole lattice length correctionC is nearly
constantat low frequencieswith a value of
c = s~1 +
2te/s(a/b)2-1],
where the inter-hole spacingis 2s, the radiusof the main bore is a, the
radiusof the tone hole is b, and the effectivelength of the open tone hole
is te. The open tone-hole lattice cutoff frequencyfc is given in the longwavelengthlimit by
c b/a
At higher frequenciesnearfc = 1500 Hz, the open-hole lattice length
correction increases(Benade, 1990, p.450). This increasein the length
correction correspondsto a decreasein the second-mode frequencyf2,
and thus a decreasein the mode ratiof2/fi. Fig.1 shows this mode ratioas
a function of the low-register written note name. The mode ratio is
writtennotes
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narrowfor the upper notes in the chalumeauregister(the throatnotes)
becausethe second-mode frequencyis approachingthe cutoff frequency.
The frequency dependence of the length correction approaches
significancewhenf2 exceeds one-half the cutoff frequency(750 Hz), that
is, for fingeringsabovewritten D4. The tuning errorexceeds 20 cents in
some of the throatnotes.
Now consider a cylindricalpipe providedwith a row of closed holes.
In the region of these closed holes, the main bore acts acousticallylarger
and slightly elongated (Benade, 1990, p.448) by a common factor.
Specifically,the equivalentareaof a closed tone-hole section of length t
of the main bore is largerthanthe geometric areaby a factorE given by
E= 1 +

2
D--

where
Dc = (b/a)2
2-.

The factorDc - 0.08 for typicalclarinetdesigns.The elongationfactoris
also identicalto E. The originalcylindricalshape (up to the approximate
position of the first open tone hole) is transformedinto an air column
composed of the original upstreamportion including the mouthpiece
and barreljoint and a downstreamportion with an acousticallyenlarged
bore. Such a perturbationin the main bore reducesthe mode ratiof2/ft
(Benade, 1990, pp.473-6). The intuitive explanation is based upon a
comparison of cylindrical and conical bores. The first two resonant
modes of a cylindricalbore open at the end arein a 3:1 ratio,while those
of a complete conical bore open at the large end are in a 2:1 ratio.
Consider a perturbationof an original cylindricaltube. Increasingthe
diameter towardsthe open end of the tube makes gives it an effective
conical taper, and thus reduces the mode ratio. This calculatedmode
ratioreductionis illustratedin Fig.2 acrossall fingeringsin the chalumeau
register.The solid line shows the tuning error for a constantfactor Dc,
and the dashedline is for a factor Dc that grows at the lower end, as in
cents
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many older Selmer clarinets. The instrument-designer must progressively
move tone holes upstream for lower written notes to compensate the
elongation effects. That is, the frequencyfi is affected by this elongation,
and the mode ratio f2/fl is controlled by the enlargement. These open
and closed tone-hole tuning perturbations were calculated by Benade
(mostly before 1968) and compared with measurements on many
instruments.
The reed-and-mouthpiece equivalent volume of a clarinet is not quite
constant over its frequency range (Benade, 1990, p.472). Viewed as a
perturbation of the main bore cross section, the mouthpiece section of
the clarinet functions as an acoustical enlargement of the clarinet cross
section at its immediate upstream end. When translated as before into
perturbations in tuning, Fig.3 shows that the mode ratio is greatly
reduced for the throat notes.
cents
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A final influence on the mode ratio is contributedby the frequency
dependence of the viscothermaldamping mechanismswithin the main
bore of the clarinet.The phase velocity is reduced more appreciablyat
low frequenciesthan at high frequencies,and thus the mode ratiof2/f1 is
widened. A reasonablygood approximationfor the clarinetis that there
is a widening of approximately10 cents acrossall written notes in the
chalumeauregister.
Takinginto accountthe perturbationson tuning arisingfrom all these
factors,the composite tuning curve for a typicalclarinetis illustratedin
Fig.4. When the mode ratiois within approximately10 cents of the ideal
3:1 ratio, then there is sufficientlyrobustcooperationbetween the reed
and the lowest two air column resonances to produce a musically
satisfyingnote. This clarinetwould have abominablethroatnotes, a poor
G4, a tolerableF4,and superbnotes to the bottom of the scalebeginning
from D4.

It is now time to ream the upper bore to reduce the discontinuityin
the main-borediametercontributedby the closed holes and to make any
other gains in tuning that might be possible. Three simple examplesin
Fig.5 produce cross-sectionalareaperturbationsthat translateinto mode
118
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ratio perturbations.In each case, reaming the upper end widens the
mode ratios, tending to counteractthe narrow mode ratios shown in
Fig.4. Reaming a cylindricalenlargementdown to the position of the G#
hole, as in Type-A reaming,makesup for the closed hole perturbation,
but does not correct the overalltuning errors. Reaming a cylindrical
enlargementonly half-waydown, as in Type-B reaming,does a better
job of correctingthe errorsup to F#4or so, but is stillinadequate.Using a
conical reamer,as in Type C, down to the position of the G# hole might
also be beneficialin contributinga reasonablyconstantwidening of the
moderatio.The perturbations
forcylindrical
andconicalreamingareadditive.
Thus far, all the emphasishas been on achieving harmonicityfor the
low-register notes. Such harmonicity is desirable to maximize
cooperationsbetween modes in sustainingthe clarinet tone. It is also
essentialto considerthe clarion(second)register,for which the influence
of the single register hole of the clarinet must be considered. The
clarion-registernotes are at playing frequenciesin the vicinity of the
second resonantmode of the aircolumn.
On a normalclarinet,back at leastto the year 1800, the registerhole is
placed close to its ideal position for producing the A3-to-Es transition
into the clarionregister.Mode 2 of the aircolumn is then pulledsharpin
the mannerindicatedin the dashedline of Fig.6 for all other notes in the
clarionregisterof a typicalclarinet.
It seems reasonable that a designer might arrange a clarinet by
levels;this dynamic
watchingonly the tuningof 12thsplayedatpianissimo
level would be chosen to eliminatecooperationbetween resonancepeaks
that would also influence tuning. The strategywould be to design a
119
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3-to-1 frequencyratiobetween the undisturbedfirst-modepeak and the
shiftedsecond-modepeak, thatis, shiftedafterthe registerhole is opened
to eliminatethe regime of oscillationnearthe first-modefrequency.This
strategyis almostexactlywhat happenedin the 1940s afterthe invention
of precise electronic tuning meters, before people realizedthat such a
device is a tool and not a master,and that both tone and responseare
important.
In the spirit of the other mode-ratio shrinking diagrams,tuning a
clarinet to the above specifications requires that the perturbations
associated with closed holes, open holes, reed-and-mouthpiece,
viscothermallosses, and finallybore-reamingof the air column give rise
collectivelyto a curve thatis the preciseinverseto the one in Fig.6. That
is, it is 0 cents at E5 (or A3 in the chalumeauregister)and about 30 cents
at the extremeends of the scale.
narrow
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BuffetandthealignedBoehm-system
Comparingsuch a curve to that in Fig.4, there is a correspondenceof
the right sort at the upper end of the air column, but it is an undercorrection, accordingto our well-intentioned designer.How do we take
care of getting a droop at the lower end of the horn?This is arrangedby
simply enlargingthe bore near the lower end; the bell design contributes
to the solution and is discussedlater. If we are clever in our reamingby
startingsomewhereunderthe right-handthirdfinger,we can get a droop
of the right sort. One usuallyends up in practicewith a droop of 35-40
cents at the low E3frequencyratio.
This design representsan overallair column arrangedto play a perfect
12th with a fixed embouchure at a pianissimodynamic level; this is the
typicalmodern design. In practice,this gives curious tuning of the scale
in one registerif it is smooth in the other. It also has lousyresponsein the
low register except around D4 to A3. Moreover, it also runs flat on a
crescendo
in the low register,except aroundA3. Now we arein a realmess!
Atfortelevels, the low registerruns awayfrom the pitch for one reason.If
one tries to get good tone in the clarion registerby centring up the reed
resonances,it turnsout thatboth ends of the scale run a trifleflat (around
10-15 cents). Some makersput in this bore profile to make the 12thsin
tune at some mezzo-forteplaying levels, which makes better practical
sense than the scientificallyeasierpianissimo-level
tuning discussedearlier.
But, one still has all sortsof quirksin the tuning, note by note.
A betterway
A better way to arrangethings was fairly common in clarinetsmade
before 1910 and is often found in Germanclarinetstoday.These ideasare
intimatelyconnected to the NX design.
1) Ream the upper bore such that the pianissimo,fixed-embouchure
12ths are about 10-15 cents wide. The exact adjustmentis made to put
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C6 in tune when the register hole is open and the embouchure is
slackenedto alignthe reed resonanceat the second harmonic (1864 Hz).
This gives a little assistance to the 6th harmonic of F4 in the
correspondingchalumeauregister,if desired.Its tuningshouldbe centred
at the mezzo-forte
playinglevel.
2) Tinker the lower bore so that only a little slackening in the
embouchure will let the player bring B4 into tune, putting the reed
resonanceat 2200 Hz where it can feed the 5th harmonicof the note and
so, being an odd harmonic, giving it a more clarinetishsound than one
might otherwiseget from the bell note.
3) In between these limits, thingsarestraightforward.
4) Note that the designer must arrangethings so the player can in
practice pull up 12-15 cents or down 12-15 cents without loss of
security,so as to be able to fit in all tonal contexts with appropriate
temperedintervals.

on tempered
tunings
Digression
There are very important relationshipsbetween intervals in equal
temperamentand the musical exact intervals,which are beat-free, that
are preferredwhen time and circumstancespermit. When they are
summarizedover a number of tempered and beat-free tunings, these
beat-freeintervalsoften differby approximately10 cents above or below
the correspondingtemperedintervals.We can thus understandwhy it is
that many musiciansform the habit of 'thinking' a note sharp or flat
relativeto equaltemperament.While playing,such a musicianstartswith
the written note, recognizes from the context whether it should be
playedin the middle, or above or below the equal-temperedpitch, and
finallyzeroesin to a more exact settingif thereis time. If thereis not time
or if the listeningconditions are not suitable,the playerneverthelesshas
got within a very few cents of the musicallydesirablesetting, and by very
simple means. Most playersare unawareof the arithmeticof what they
are doing, but because of long habit they will almost alwaysgo up or
down in sounding frequency by about 10 cents if askedto play a little
sharperor a little flatter.Because of the need to move up or down a little
from equal temperamentand because instrumentsdo not 'sing' well if
theirpitchesarepulled too faraboveor below their own inherenttuning,
the playersof wind instrumentstake pains to find instrumentsthat are
built to play most naturallyin accordancewith the needs of the middle,
upper,andlower clustersof tuningsthatarerequired.
The skilled musician quickly finds the playing pitch at which the
instrument'sings' best. The pitches that are associatedwith best tone,
promptestresponse,steadiestsounding frequency,and widest dynamic
rangedo not alwaysexactlycoincide with equaltemperamentor with its
special-intervalrelatives.The good-responsecues are generallyso strong
on a good instrumentthat the playercan repeatthe soundingfrequencies
122
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far more accurately(even from day to day) when asked to produce the
best tone, thanwhen askedto concentrateattentionon pitch alone. This
fact is of enormous utility in guiding research and controlling the
adjustmentswhich improvetheir overallbehaviour.
II. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE NX CLARINET
In the mid-fiftiesI began to spend considerabletime on my interestsin
the acousticalworkingsof the woodwinds. [The I here refersto Benade,
who wrote all of Sec. II.] My firstpaperon the subjectappearedin 1959.
By about 1978 or 1979, I had learned enough about the playing
propertiesof a wide variety of clarinets(all the way back to the five-key
Mozart-eraones) that I could sayI was familiarwith them. I was awareof
two things:that I didn'thave the whole pictureand that I alreadyknew a
lot. And I had noticed thatmany of the clarinetsmadebeforeabout 1820
had, from the player'spoint of view, some ratherremarkablevirtues- but
virtues that only revealedthemselvesif the playerwas willing and able to
use his 'chops'. Acquaintance with these early-nineteenth-century
instrumentsmade it quite clear to me that their design aided the player,
in a relativelyeasy way, to perform the tremendousleaps and bounds
common in the lighter-weightmusic of the time.
I had been successfulin designinga conical, Boehm-fingeredflute that
has a baroquesound and playing characteristics,and I became more and
more attractedto the idea of making a clarinet that would retain the
virtuesof the old instrumentswhile sidesteppingsome of theirproblems.
At the beginning, I paid little attention to any difficultyarisingfrom the
choice of fingering system, because it had alwaysbeen easy for me to
learn anothersystem.
Theregister-hole
system
In the years that followed, a qualitativeinstrument-maker's
and player's
design evolved in my head, often during long automobile trips. I knew
enough about clarinetsacousticallyand musicallyto stay out of physics
troubleand to lay out something thatwould be at leastpartiallyplayable.
I decided the firstitem of significantdifferencein my designwould be
to returnto the old, small-diameterregisterhole (2-mm bore through a
12-mm-thick wall). The virtues of this change would be apparentto all,
leavingme with only the challengeof coping with the problemsbrought
on by doing this. To dealwith these problems,one hasmerelyto ordaina
separationbetween the functioning of the registerkey and the throatA#4
key (somethingexplainedin nearlyall books on the clarinet).
At the time of the earlierpartsof my imaginings,I was quite awareof
the functioning of the reed resonance (Benade, 1990, pp.436, 439, 462;
Thompson and Benade, 1977). I had noticed something while playing
the clarinet:if one paysattentionto tone colour alone, the setting of the
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embouchure tension that gives the best reed-resonance effects at the
upper end of the clarion register tends to pull the playing pitch down
about 15 cents. This happens to be just enough to pull the scale into very
nice tune when the smaller register hole is used. In the same situation,
with the clarinetist playing for tone colour alone, the normal, large
register hole pulls the playing pitch up some 25 to 30 cents. This means
that if nothing is done to the bore, a musician who wants to play in tune
will have to use lip tension to pull the pitch down. However, achieving
this pitch change by lip tension gives a note that is in tune but which is
some 10 to 12 cents below what gives the best tone at that lip tension
setting. An analogous phenomenon obtains at the low end of the clarion
register scale. It is therefore a happy accident of physics (and a fact
empirically discovered by the early makers) that a single, small register
hole, as described above, will permit the simultaneous achievement of a
good scale, including plausible twelfths, and of good tone and response
over the entire clarion register (as explained in Section I). And the
response of the clarion register is important because it controls the
approximate alignment of one reed resonance or another with each note
in the lower register.
The fact that one can play off the tone achieved by a properly chosen
register hole against the controlled sharpening effect (from changes in
register-hole size) in the second register means, first of all, that only one
register hole is needed, instead of the two or more that add greatly to the
complexity of today's bass clarinet. For players unwilling to use their
chops, present standard practice shows that careful instrument design can
give good overall tuning, but only at the expense of tone and response at
the two ends of the clarion scale. However, when the smaller register
hole is used, it becomes possible for any player who is willing to use his
chops to improve the tone at both ends of the clarion register to match
that of the already-satisfactory tone found in the middle register.
The design of the instrument described above is in fact rather close to
Mozart's clarinet, which (because it had few keys) paid for these virtues
by having a very bad A#4along with other ratherunsatisfactorythroat notes.
Nothing has been said so far about what guides an instrument-maker's
choice of a basic shape for an instrument's air column. If one were
concerned only with the clarion register, it could be of any shape that
was even vaguely cylindrical, and the scale could be brought into tune by
the selection of tone-hole positions and sizes. Note that any virtues of
tone colour and response in the clarion register can be achieved without
great difficulty by the mutual proportioning of bore and tone holes,
without destruction of a usable playing scale. This flexibility comes from
the fact that the only resonances that need be aligned are the secondmode resonance of the air column and the reed resonance, and these are
under the control of the player, who can set them anywhere between
2000 and 3000 Hz.
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The freedomto choose any availableair column shapefor exploitation
in the second register is not availablefor the low register.In the low
register,the regimesof oscillationrequirethe cooperationof the mode-1
and mode-2 resonances, so that the air column shape must be
proportionedin conjunctionwith the volumes and spacingsof the closed
tone holes that essentiallyarealwayspresentwhen a note is played.
For proper low-register regeneration (using here the language of
physics), mode 2 of the desired air column must have its frequency in
exact harmonic (3:1) relation to the frequencyof mode 1; it is obvious
that such a tube is, in essence, cylindrical,with an excitationmechanism
that functions as though the tube is closed at the top. We have just
described the physicist's prototypical clarinet, which, of course,
overblowsto the musicalintervalof the twelfth.The main effect of a row
of closed tone holes is to make the air column cross section effectively
larger in the region of these closed tone holes; the instrument-maker
compensatesfor this by enlargingthe diameterof the bore itself in the
regionsaboveand below the main partof the instrumentbody where the
holes arearranged.
Non-lineareffects
The second (and again quite visibly physics-related)set of phenomena
that influenced the evolution of the design of this new/old clarinetwas
the awareness that non-linear effects in the air column and its
accompanyingtone-hole systemwere continuallyshowing themselvesin
the domain of practicalwork with instruments.However, they had been
stubbornly invisible in laboratory measurements, in large measure
because none of the drive mechanisms available with the various
impedanceheadsthen current (see Benade and Ibisi, 1987) were able to
attainsignallevels that would reachinto the mathematicaldomain of the
second-orderwave equation. And there was a greatdeal of experimental
work still to be done using playing experiments that made use of the
domainof the first-ordertheory.
It was generallysufficient to keep an eye on the appearanceof nonlinear phenomena in the course of any playing experiments,and many
such experimentswere carriedout at a high level of musicaldynamics.It
is not difficult to attain levels of 140 dB SPL in an ordinary clarinet
mouthpiece on a simple 250-mm piece of clarinet tubing when it is
playedwith a medium-soft reed at maximum possibleblowing pressure
(Richards and Benade, 1982). More SPL is achieved in a well-made
trumpet.
In the latterpart of this period of work in Cleveland,Douglas Keefe
(1980) had occasionto look scientificallyinto the possibleimplicationsof
the non-linear acoustics for the behaviour of musical instrument air
columns. The second-order acoustic wave equation includes source
terms that take their excitation from the squared-pressure
aspectsof the
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linearized equation. One of these terms varies as the square of the
particle velocity and is closely relatedto the quadraticBernoulli nonlinearity that attainsa simple form in problemsof potential flow. This
term may usefully be referredto as the complicated-flowterm, which
becomes appreciable only in waveguides having boundaries of
complicatedshape. Perhapsno one but a woodwind acousticianwould
even think of allowinghimselfto be entangledwith an air column system
havingas many cornersand irregularitiesas those belonging to the tonehole systemof most woodwinds!
The linearized conservation-of-momentumequation states that the
time-derivative of the particle velocity is proportional to the space
derivativedp/dx of pressure,and this governsthe scaleof the complicated
flow term. It takes only a moment to recognize that the generalsize of
the space derivativedp/dx is determined,in a tone-hole lattice, by the
ratiop/b,where b is the radiusof a tone hole. We can also recognizethat
the general extent of a flow complexity is limited to a distance that is
some fractionof the air column radius,simplybecausethe characteristic
length over which the evanescentmode responsesextend is of this order
at low frequencies.These considerationsindicate that whatevercomplex
flow effects may be active in a tone-hole lattice, they are appreciably
activeonly at threeplaces:in the immediateneighbourhoodof the tonehole entranceinto the bore, at the exit of the tone hole into the room,
and, quite significantly,in the region under a pad that has been opened,
unless it is lifted quite high. Note that, within the tone hole, whatever
disturbanceis set up at its inner end will smooth itself out on its way to
the outside over a distancesomewhatless than the hole radiusunlessthe
chimney of the tone hole is short. In that case, the outwardextension of
the inner disturbancecan overlapand interactwith the inwardextension
of the external disturbance,thereby 'complicatingthe complexity' and
drasticallyincreasingthe magnitudeof any non-linearity.
At this time both Keefe and I, for our own reasons,began keeping
trackof the first-orderviscouslossestakingplace in the air column. It is a
commonplace in the musical acoustics laboratorythat many physical
phenomena do not displaythemselvesin a direct physicalmeasurement
until enough physicallyguided 'player'sexperiments'have been carried
out to map out the territory and give an idea how to make a
measurement.This points up the fact that the domain of a player's
sensitivityand the mannerin which he or she detectsa phenomenon can
be widely differentfrom those belongingto the physicist.
These considerationsled us to devise a pair of tone-hole lattices.
Everything in classical transmission-line theory depends on the
impedancesof the holes, on the spacingbetween them, and, to a limited
but familiarextent, on the small damping effects within the tone-hole
lattice.Because of these considerations,our two latticeswere designedto
have the spacingof the holes (which are uniform) of one of the lattices
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identical with the spacing of that of the other. Another design
requirementwas that the imaginarypart of the impedance of the tone
holes should be the same in both lattices.One lattice was providedwith
small holes that had short chimneys, while the other was given large
holes and tall chimneys. The newly developed theory of woodwind
instrumenttone holes (Nederveen, 1969; Keefe, 1982a; 1982b) made it
easy for us to calculate,in advance,reasonablyaccuratea priorivaluesfor
the effective length of the two sizes of the tone holes so that the two
latticeswould be alike (accordingto first-ordertheory) and the machine
shop would be able to provide us with these two first-orderrelated
objects. All this ensured that the tone holes would not need the small
trimmingsand paintingsthat might otherwise make the resultswe were
seeking ambiguous.One would clearlyexpect the firstof these latticesto
have large complexity effects, while in the other such effects would be
small.

When these tone-hole lattices were attached in turn to a piece of
clarinet-like tubing as a termination and the input impedance was
measured with an ordinary low-level impedance head, the response
curves proved to be almost precisely alike. This implied that no
differencesshould be observed between the playing behaviourof these
two clarinet-likeair columns at sufficientlylow dynamiclevels such that
the linear impedance description is accurate. On the other hand, we
hoped thatwith strongerblowing we might detect at leastsome evidence
of the complexityphenomena.
Keefe, who was at that time a strong saxophone playerand familiar
with the clarinet, found the tall-chimney version of our 'clarinet'
responsiveand easy to play and possessedof a very pleasanttone. On the
other hand, severaltrialswere needed to get the short-chimneyversion
to sound at all. Benade'sown trialof both instrumentversionsconfirmed
those observations.The tall-chimney one spoke promptly and easily,
while Benade's 'universal embouchure' managed to get the shortchimney clarinet to speak only reluctantly and with a harsh, stuffy,
squeakytone. Verystrongacousticalstreamingissuedfrom the tone holes
of the short-chimneyinstrument.4
This streaming phenomenon had been encountered several years
earlier in connection with bassoon experiments sparked by Bill
Waterhouse(Benade to Waterhouse, 1972). In these experiments the
tenor joint of a bassoon was provided with a replacementset of tone
holes in which the top tone hole (F3)had an impedance that matched
that of the normal hole, but it had been drilledthroughthe back side of
the joint, where the wood was much thinner. The rest of the new
sequence of holes had graduallyexpanding diametersand spacingsthat
provided a tone-hole lattice of textbook uniformity and an accurate
scale, and their cutoff frequencywas the 450 Hz that is characteristicof
this part of the bassoon scale. The intention was to see whether the
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impedance curves of the air columns produced by closing the uniform set
of holes would be closely similar to the curves measured when the set of
normal holes are closed successively. It was known from indirect evidence
that the ordinary holes, though they are drilled at all sorts of angles and in
various sizes, appear to act in the lattice in a very regular way, so a direct
check had seemed worthwhile.
As a matter of fact, the two sets of impedance curves, again measured
at low level, were almost identical all the way out to well above cutoff.
This was of course interesting and happy news, because it helped justify
the use of formal mathematical physics for a slowly varying lattice on a
geometrically quite irregular physical structure.
When an attempt was made to play the bassoon using the new and
uniformly tapering set of tone holes, the sound proved to be extremely
stuffy and the instrument was marginally able to play only when blown
very hard. For what it's worth, there did not seem to be any disruption of
the ordinary oscillatory feedback mechanisms of the instrument, in sharp
contrast to what we found in the case of our new pair of clarinets. On
the other hand, there was evidence of very heavy damping, so that the
instrument felt like one whose resonance peak heights had been lowered
by about one-third. Moreover, there was very strong streaming from the
first few of the modified open holes on the bassoon, exactly as in the case
of the short-chimneyed 'clarinet'. The streaming was no real surprise
and, since it was a side issue, it was passed off merely with a comment
that streaming was present, and the work continued on other things.
Clearly, our 'player's experiment' on the pair of clarinet lattices
demonstrated the importance of the non-linear acoustical field. This was
an experiment in which it was known from earlier work that a player
could easily detect a one per cent change in either the damping (first
order) or in the condition of the feedback loop. What we found was a
much more prominent effect than simply a perturbation in tone colour
insofar as the stability of the clarinet's oscillation was disrupted.
From the point of view of an instrument-maker wishing to minimize
complicated-flow disruptions in the oscillations of his instruments, our
experiment has the following major implications. First, if one is to
minimize the disruptive interactions taking place at the inner and outer
ends of the tone hole, one should keep the length-to-diameter ratio,
t/2b, reasonably large.5 The use of open pads over tone holes should be
minimized to reduce the additional complexity associated with flow out
from under a pad. (As pads began to develop, there was much complaint
among musicians that the use of pads 'spoiled the tone'.) Towards the
upper end of the instrument where the tone holes get progressively closer
together, one should keep the inter-hole distance as large as possible. At
the top end, the requirement of keeping the tone-hole lattice cutoff
frequency constant makes it very easy to maintain the t/2b ratio at a
satisfactory value. In the lower part of the instrument, on the other hand,
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this lattice cutoff frequency requirementleads to ever-largerholes that
are often drilled through ever-thinningwalls, so that the t/2b ratio may
become progressivelyless favourable.
There is one more point well worth noting that can causeconsiderable
difficultyat the upper end of a modern instrument,whereas it has no
effect on the older ones. A slavishfollowing of the preceptsof Theobald
Boehm gives a situation of 'full venting' in which, for any note, all the
adjacenttone holesjust below the playinghole are open. Up high on the
instrument, the semitone scale sequence places these tone holes close
together,so that the complexity belonging to the inner ends of adjacent
holes can interact strongly. The outer-end disturbancescan similarly
interact.
Conicalterminations
andflaringbells
The thirdpoint at which the history of woodwinds touches the acoustics
of air columns is the bell. To first order, the bell of a clarinet can be
approximatedby a suitablychosen cone. Benade (1988) shows how the
acoustical behaviour of a straight-sided conical bore segment is
equivalent at long wavelengths to the parallel combination of a
cylindricalbore and a so-called conicity impedance that acts as a pure
inertance.
All this being true, to attacha short length of cone, L, to the bottom
end of a tone-hole lattice where the cone entry and the main bore radii
are both a is to construct a system whose upper part consistsof a pipe
provided with a row of holes ending at the junction with another
'pseudo-hole' whose proportions are such as to give it an impedance
equalto the cone'sentry-wayimpedance.Below this, the pipe effectively
continues on its cylindrical course to the end of the replacement
transmissionline, denoted by the cone length. In otherwords,if the cone
length has been chosen so that it is equalto the latticeinter-hole spacing
(2s), an observer (or reed system) 'looking down' the tone-hole lattice
will think that the lattice has been extended by one unit, the impedance
of the bottom hole being determinedby the propertiesof the cone. The
simplestapproachto fixing a bad bell design is to add anotheropen tone
hole before the bell, that is, to literallyextend the latticeby one unit, and
this has been adopted in many instruments.The drawbackis that the
instrument is lengthened, and its carrying power is reduced by the
increasein viscothermaldamping. It also becomes more difficultfor the
performerto hold. If the taper of the cone is now correctly chosen so
that the conicity inertance matches the inertance of the upstreamtone
hole then the pseudo-hole will appearto the reed to be exactly like the
realholes of the lattice.
This meansthat an abruptchange from cylindricalbore to conicalbell
forms a near-perfectextension of the tone-hole lattice. Since it is the
tone-hole lattice that all-but-completelydeterminesthe musicalvalue of
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a woodwind instrument, this means a finite-length instrument can have
one more good note in its scale than can an instrument with a smoothly
flaring bell of the sort that is familiar today.
In the early Beethoven and pre-Beethoven clarinets, one frequently
finds truly conical bells, and it was only later that intellectual efforts at
'rationalization' began to modify the shape toward the more trumpet-like
form. It is a familiar fact that in the modern clarinet the notes E3 and B4
have a tendency to blare if players do not control their embouchure
(these are notes that do not normally bray or honk on the conical-bell
instruments). This blaring is especially obvious if one attempts to slur
abruptly to these notes from ones that are a considerable distance from
them in pitch. The major explanation of this is that these 'blare' notes are
produced using the entire air column, and this air column is terminated
by a trumpet-like bell whose radiation and reflection properties are quite
different from those characteristic of the extended tone-hole lattice that
forms the prototype for a woodwind air column. It is a well-known but
somewhat surprising fact that to have even one open hole at the bottom
of a woodwind instrument will serve in large measure to isolate the
effects of a flaring bell. This means that adding a pseudo-hole by use of a
conical bell can remove the adverse bell effects on even the bottom note
of an instrument's scale. Similar bell-related phenomena occur on the
other woodwinds, but the effects are more subtle and their explanations
are not germane here.
III. EXPERIMENTS ON THE NX CLARINET
One method of assessing the acoustical quality of an instrument is based
upon experiments under playing conditions. The tunings of the
chalumeau and clarion registers, based upon modes 1 and 2 of the air
column response, respectively, are gauged by measuring their playing
frequencies. Such tunings were measured by Benade for a number of
clarinets, including the NX (NX 811), a modern so-called Boehmsystem clarinet whose air column has been modified to improve its mode
frequency alignment (denoted aligned Boehm-system and marked AHB
B-20659), and a Buffet clarinet (serial no.219164) typical of modern
instruments.
Fig.7 illustrates the frequency ratio (measured in cents) between
mode-2 relative to mode-1 on three clarinets for chalumeau-register
notes. The mode ratio tends to be narrow (that is, less than 0 cents) for all
clarinets, particularly in the upper throat notes. The Buffet clarinet
tuning is narrowed by 10-20 cents in the mid-range of the chalumeau
register, and this mistuning worsens at the bell end and even more in the
throat notes. For example, its mode ratio is more than 50 cents flat at A4.
The aligned Boehm-system clarinet (AHB B-20659) is an instrument
that was extensively re-worked by Benade around 1970, and its mode
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ratio lies between the Buffet and the NX. The NX was designedin the
early1980s, and measurementswere takenin 1983.
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As previously discussed,the deviation of the mode ratio from ideal
tuning is dominated by open and closed tone-hole effects and the
influence of the clarinet and reed mouthpiece. Indeed, the measured
response of the Buffet clarinet is similar in the upper notes to the
predictedperturbationin Fig.4, although the Buffet clarinet has much
more narrowintervals.The measuredresponseof the Buffet clarinethas
an additionaldroop in the lower notes thatis not predictedby Fig.4. This
differenceis because the Buffet has been tuned accordingto the typical
modern design, namely,such that the instrumentplaysin-tune 12ths at a
pianissimolevel for all fingerings; under the conditions that the player
opens the register hole for the clarion notes and makes no change in
embouchure.In part, the NX and the modified Boehm clarinetsreduce
this narrowingof mode 2 relativeto mode 1 by an enlargementin the
upper bore, but the influence of the register hole must also be
considered.
Opening the register hole to produce the clarion-register note
perturbsthe frequency of mode 2 and thus modifies the tuning ratio.
Slackeningthe embouchureat both ends of the scalecan compensatefor
this widening effect. This is seen in Fig.6 in that the widening is less for
the NX clarinet than for the other clarinets,including both the Buffet
and the aligned Boehm-system. This is the essentialtrade-offbetween
pitch and tonal quality.The NX clarinetdesign has a differentregisterhole designand it is expected thatthe playerslackensthe embouchurefor
correcttuning. This allows excellent tonal qualityat the extreme ends of
the clarionregister.Other modern clarinetsassumethat the playerkeeps
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a fixed embouchureand sacrificesthe tonalresponseby de-tuning modes
1 and2.
As a complement to playing experiments,a measurementof the air
column input impedancegives accurateinformationconcerning the air
column in the absence of the excitation mechanism.Benade measured
the input impedance magnitude of the NX and a Buffet clarinet for
fingeringsacrossthe entire rangeof the chalumeauand clarion registers
(see Figs 8 and 9). He discussedthese datain detailwith Keefe in 198384. These measurementsprovidedetailedinformationon the uniformity
of tonal responseacrossregistersand allow detailed examinationof the
low notes dominated by the bell acoustics,the throat notes, and both
extremes of the clarion register.A qualitativeoverview shows that the
impedance plots for the NX clarinet are more uniform and more
smoothly varying than those for the Buffet clarinet. In other words,
acousticalregularityis a virtue. The chalumeau register should have
impedance peaks with well-defined frequency relationshipsup to the
cutoff frequencyof approximately1500 Hz. When performingdifferent
notes, acousticalregularityalso means that the amplitude of the first
impedancepeak should be smoothly varyingacrossdifferentnotes, and
similarlyfor the second and higher-orderimpedancepeaks.
The impedancefor the rangeof six pitchesfrom Cs to G4includesthe
throatnotes and the transitionfrom the clarion down to the chalumeau
register(Fig.8, top). The correspondingsix impedance curves are much
more irregularfor the Buffet clarinetthan for the NX. The peak heights
of the lowest group of impedancepeaks vary more for the Buffet, and
there is an abrupt transitionin the next highest group of impedance
peaks. Specifically, the peak amplitudes for the two clarion-note
fingerings(Cs andB5) aremuch lower thanthose for the four throat-note
fingerings.In contrast,the NX clarinetpeak heights in the lowest group
are uniform and largerthan those for the Buffet clarinet (which means
the NX air column impedancepeakshave higher qualityfactorsand less
damping), and the transitionin the second group of peaks is smooth
between the clarion-notefingeringsand the throat-notefingerings.
These trends continue in the range of eight pitches from G4 to C4
(Fig.8, bottom). The Buffet clarinetimpedanceplots are more uniform
in this range than in the throat-notefingerings,as would be expected,
but the quality factors are lower than those of the NX clarinet. In the
frequencyrangeof 1200-2000 Hz thatincludesthe transitionbelow and
above cutoff, the NX peaks roll off more smoothly than those for the
Buffet.The conclusionsaresimilarfor the rangeof six pitches from C4 to
G3 (Fig.9, top). In particular,the impedancemagnitude responseof the
Buffet clarinetis more irregularabovecutoff (1500-2000 Hz), which is a
signalthat the term cutoff frequencyis a bit of a misnomer.The reasonis
that reflectionsfrom the bell create a ripple at high frequencieswith
peaks at isolated frequencies that bear no simple relationshipto the
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low-frequencypeak frequencies.In contrast,the conical bell on the NX
clarinet is designed to mimic the continuation of an open tone-hole
lattice, and thus the cutoff frequencypredictedfrom the simple physical
models is found in practicein the NX clarinet.
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In the lowest range of four pitches from G3 to E3, these bell effects
become more pronounced(Fig.9,bottom). This is a playingrangewhere
the tone qualityof modern clarinets(includingthe Buffet)changesrather
abruptly,and it is primarilydue to the failure of the bell to provide a
well-defined cutoff frequency.This is evident in the Buffet clarinet
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measurements, in which the peak amplitudes in the range of
950-2000 Hz are nearly uniform in height with roughly uniform
frequency spacing between peaks. In contrast, the NX clarinet
impedance magnitude is characterizedby four groups of impedance
peaksup to a cutoff frequencyof 1500 Hz. There is no abruptchange in
tone qualityin the lowest pitches of the NX clarinet.
Having found that acousticalregularityis a virtue and that it can be
explicitlyincorporatedinto a woodwind instrumentdesign,it remainsto
explore the ramificationsof thatdelightfulwarningnot to complicatethe
complexities. The requirementto use tone holes introducescomplexity
into the design of any woodwind instrument.Two forms of complexity
have been discussed,one associatedwith the design of the single tone
hole and the other associatedwith the potential interactionsbetween
closely spaced tone holes. While the designer cannot avoid the
complexities, it is possible to avoid complicating the complexity. This
means several things. Begin with the so-called aligned Boehm-system
clarinet, which came into Benade'shands as a typical modern clarinet
whose ancestryis irrelevant.
Although detaileddescriptionsof the modificationsto this instrument
are unavailable,it is possible to surmise how it was modified. Any of
Benade'smodificationsof woodwinds included carefulrounding of the
corners of the joints between sections of the air column and the corners
of the tone holes. Some of the reasonsfor this are discussedin Benade
(1990). The presenceof any discontinuityin the geometry of the internal
air column leads to additional non-linear acoustic losses that are
undesirable.Benade concluded that the geometry of each tone hole
should remainas simple as possible.For example, the widespreadopenhole systemson many modern Boehm flutesis undesirablebecausewhen
the padsare closed, there remainsan additionalcomplicationin the flow
pattern near the hole, and thus-additionallosses. With respect to the
clarinet,he concluded that the tone-hole chimney height should not be
too small,againto avoid additionalnon-linear losses. The barreljoint of
the aligned Boehm-system clarinet was reamed in accordancewith the
mode-perturbationeffects describedin Fig.5, and the bell was probably
modified by the addition of a strategicallyplaced open hole so that the
bell responsehad a similarcutoff frequencyto the open tone-hole lattice
(addingan extraopen hole was an alternativesolution Benadesometimes
used in place of re-designingthe bell to be conical).While some selective
modification of tone-hole dimensions was possible on the aligned
Boehm-system clarinet, the choice of name suggeststhat the tone-hole
layoutwas similarto thatof a typicalBoehm clarinet.
The additionalways in which the NX design simplifiesthe acoustic
complexity of the tone-hole layout are illustratedin Fig.10. The figure
identifies the zig-zag layout of closely spaced tone holes just below the
registerhole. Two tone holes are closely spaced when their inter-hole
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separationis less than a characteristiclength, on the orderof the radiusof
the main bore (7.5 mm for the sopranoclarinet).For a single tone hole,
there exists a local acousticfield that does not extend much beyond this
characteristiclength. However,when a second tone hole is broughtnear
to the first tone hole, then the local acoustic fields overlap,and the
complexity has been complicated. The mutual influence of these local
acoustic fields affectstuning. By zig-zagging the placementof adjacent
closely spacedtone holes, the perturbationupon tuning is reduced, and
this probably extends to reduced losses as well in the linearized
impedance function. This zig-zag design contributes to the relative
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uniformity of the impedance functions of the pitches in the transition
between the clarion registerto the throatnotes (Fig.8, top). In contrast,
the Buffet clarinet and other clarinetsuse a linear arrangementof the
tone holes, which tends to maximize the mutual influence of the local
acousticfields.
Even better is when closely spacedtone holes can be removedentirely.
An example is shown on the lower right side of Fig.10, in which three
tone holes on the typicalmodern clarinethave been replacedby a single
tone hole on the NX clarinet, with modificationsin the positions of
other nearbytone holes.
The last stage of avoidance of complication comes when the nonlinearlosses are considered.If there is additionalnon-linear loss or flow
separationdownstreamfrom a single tone hole, there is an additional
length needed for subsequent re-attachment. The zig-zag design
increasesthe distance between flow separationpoints as compared to
typicaldesigns.
IV.CONCLUSIONS
(by D.H. Keefe)
ArthurBenade'sNX clarinet representsa significantachievementacross
severaldisciplines.The knowledge of physics was combined with the
knowledge of the player, made explicit through systematic playing
experiments. In addition, Benade brought together personal insights
from making and modifying instrumentsand an extensiveknowledge of
the historyof clarinetdesign, therebyre-introducingbeneficialaspectsof
older designs that had been abandonedin the course of evolution. Of
course, whether the NX clarinet is an improvementwill be decided by
future developments in instrument-making and their degree of
acceptanceby performers.While such a broad combination of skills is
indeed extraordinarily rare in one individual, Arthur Benade's
accomplishmentsculminating in the NX clarinet provide an existing
proof that interactionsbetween the communitiesof musicalacousticians,
performers, and instrument-makers can contribute to the future
developmentof musicalinstruments.
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APPENDIX
Recent researchon soundproductionin the clarinet
The descriptionsof playing demonstrationsplace considerableemphasison the
role of the reed resonancein adjustingthe playing frequency.This appendix
reviews the work of Benade (1990) and Thompson (1979) and describesrecent
perspectiveson sound productionin the clarinet.
Using a model of the reed as a simple harmonicoscillator,the reed resonance
frequencyis the squareroot of the ratio of the reed stiffnessto the dynamicmass
of the reed. The reed stiffnessis relativelywell defined under static conditions,
whereas the dynamic mass must be defined in terms of the mode shape of the
reed deflection and its kinetic energy. These quantities co-vary as the player
adjuststhe embouchure.When the playertenses the embouchure,the reed tip
aperturedecreasesdue to the curvedlay of the clarinetmouthpiece, and the reed
stiffnessincreasesdue to the shortening of the free surface of the reed. The
thresholdblowing pressureis proportionalto the productof the reed stiffnessand
the reed tip apertureopening. To first approximation,these changes tend to
cancel in this productso thatthe thresholdblowing pressurechangesonly a little.
This tensingof the embouchuredecreasesthe dynamicmassof the reed, also due
to the shortening of the free surfaceof the reed. The increasein stiffnessand
decrease in dynamic mass both contribute to increasing the reed resonance
frequency.
A third factor to consider in modelling the reed as an oscillatoris the reed
damping, expressed as a quality factor (Q). Worman (1971) measured the
dynamicalpropertiesof a clarinetreed and found the resonancefrequencyto be
approximatelyfr = 2500 Hz and its Q = 3. The corresponding resonance
bandwidthof the reed is Afr =fr/Q = 800 Hz, which we may as well round up
to 1000 Hz to within the accuracyof Worman'smeasurement.It follows that the
frequency range over which the reed resonance effects are important is
approximately2000-3000 Hz, and it is assumed that the reed resonance
frequency itself can be placed in this range by the player through changes in
embouchure.
For blowing pressuresslightlyabovethreshold,Thompson analyzedthe role of
the reed resonance in small-amplitudeacoustic oscillations. It turns out that
energy can be injectedinto the oscillationat the reed resonancefrequencyif the
Q is sufficiently high. The playing frequency is controlled both by the aircolumn resonances and by the reed resonance. It is this collaboration that
qualitativelyexplainshow the playerexertscontrol over the playingfrequencyby
modificationsof the reed resonance.
Thompson tested this theory using an artificialblowing machine with an
artificialreed. This was a metalreedwhose resonancefrequencywas adjustablein
the vicinity of 2500 Hz andwhose Q was approximately10. Thompson observed
that variationsin the reed resonancefrequencymodified the playingfrequency.
Interestingly,he observed entrainment of the playing frequency to a subharmonicof the reed resonancefrequency,or, alternatively,the playingfrequency
was set such thatsome harmonicmultipleof it coincided with the reed resonance
frequency.The main text assumesthat this entrainmentphenomenon occurs in
actualclarinetnotes.
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Yet it is not clear that this entrainmentoccurs in the clarinet. As yet, no one
has devised an experiment to measurethe reed resonancefrequencywhile the
playersustainsa note. In Sec. I, step 3 under the subheading'To meet a clarinet'
suggeststhat the playercan choose two differentembouchuresettingsfor B4 and
achievea 'singing'tone. This suggeststhatseparateregimesof oscillationexist for
the samenominal pitch. It is entirelypossiblefor this to be true separatefrom the
issue of whether entrainment exists. For the other playing demonstrations,it
appearsto be sufficient that an increaseor decreasein lip tension produces an
increaseor decreasein playing frequency.This is much less restrictivethan the
statementthat entrainmentoccurs.
Using the correspondenceof the musical acoustician'sregimes of oscillation
with the dynamicist'sattractors,one can visualizethe basin of attractionin the
dynamicalphase space. One embouchuresetting leads to one basin of attraction
in which phase space trajectoriesconverge to a limit cycle, that is, a stable,
centred, singing tone. Another embouchure setting, with its corresponding
perturbationof the reed control parameters,leavesthe firstbasinof attractionand
enters anotherin which trajectoriesconvergeto a second limit cycle, that is, an
alternativestable,centred,singing tone. Entrainmentarisesdue to the presenceof
non-linearity.The most common type of entrainmentis the entrainmentof one
non-linear oscillator to the frequency of another, but harmonic and subharmonicentrainmentarealso generic.
Schumacher(1981) demonstratedthe feasibilityof studyingsound production
in the clarinetby simulationsin the time domain. This approachsimplifiesthe
studyof even large-amplitudeoscillations,that is, if the underlyingmodel can be
assumed to be correct. The clarinet model examined by Schumacher was
identicalto that analyzedin the frequencydomain by Worman and Thompson.
Since the player'scontrol of the reed resonanceof the clarinetcan be simulatedin
the time domain, it is possible to determine whether entrainment occurs in
simulatedclarinet notes. Entrainmentwould be observed if there would be a
finite rangeof reed resonancefrequenciesleadingto a playingfrequencythat is an
exact sub-harmonicof the reed frequency.
It turns out that entrainmentdid not occur in clarinet-likesimulationswith a
reed Q of 3 (Keefe, 1992). These simulationsproperlyaccounted for the closing
condition of the reed tip with the mouthpiece lay. An increase in the reed
resonancefrequencydid lead to an increasein playing frequency.This accounts
for the player'scontrol over intonation through control of embouchure. Since
Thompson's experiments used a metal reed with a Q of 10, clarinet-like
simulations were also carried out for chalumeau- and clarion-registernotes
whose reed Qs were in the range of 5 to 15. In no case was entrainment
observed, but the playing frequency did increase with the reed resonance
frequency,as before.
In related experiments (Keefe and Waeffler, 1993), the reed resonance
frequencyand the reed Q of clarinet(andsaxophone)reedswere measuredusing
impact hammer excitation. The reeds were tested under dry and moist
conditions, and the influence of the lower lip on the reed in the actualplayer's
embouchure was simulatedby closing the reed with the experimenter'sthumb
before striking the reed with the hammer.These preliminaryresultswere that
the reed resonance frequency varied in the range of 2.8-3.1 kHz, and the
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moist-reedQ, althoughlower than the dry-reedQ, was measuredin the rangeof
5-10. This is higher than reportedby Worman(1971). In addition,the measured
responseof the struckreed included multiple resonancesthat are not accounted
for in existingmodels of sound production.This higher range of Q does lead in
the existingtime-domainsimulationsto a more pronouncedinfluence of playing
frequencyby the reed resonancefrequency,but the frequenciesof the air column
resonancesalso exert control over the playing frequency.Neither set of modes
entirely wins out in the normal clarinetnotes under investigation,as would be
the caseif entrainmentwere found to occur.
There is a final factor to considerin the player'scontrol of the embouchure.
Not only arethe reedstiffnessand dynamicmass(andpossiblychangesin reed Q)
modified by changes in embouchure,but the change in the reed tip aperture
modifiesthe hydrodynamicsof the flow throughthe tip (Hirschberget al., 1991;
Gilbert, 1992). It is this non-linearhydrodynamicalrelationshipthat injects the
energy needed to sustainthe oscillation.Changesin this aperture,for fixed reed
parametersand fixedblowingpressure,maysignificantlyaffectthe hydrodynamics
within the mouthpiece.Even if
via a changein the flow-separationcharacteristics
the flow-separationcharacteristicsdo not vary appreciablyover the period in
which the reed apertureopens and closes, the player'sadjustmentof the reed tip
aperturevia changesin lip tensionleadsto changesin the non-linearflow-control
function thatmaybe more importantthanthe correspondingchangesthatthe lip
tension exertson the mechanicalpropertiesof the reed.
The essentialdifferencebetween this explanationand that in the main text has
to do with how the playercontrolsintonation through changesin embouchure.
Where the main text uses the languageof setting the reed resonanceto specific
values,this appendixadvocatesa more generalinfluence of the reed resonanceon
playingfrequencyin conjunctionwith changesin the hydrodynamicsat the reed
tip, all producedby changesin the player'sembouchure.The skilledplayermakes
consistent changesin tuning and shadingsin tone colour through adjustingthe
embouchure.

NOTES
1Addresscorrespondenceto Keefe at Boys Town National Research Hospital,
555 North 30th Street,Omaha,NE 68131, U.S.A.
2Editor'snote: The word 'tone' in the original manuscript(in US English)has
been changed to 'note' whenever a pitch name is implied, in accordancewith
BritishEnglishusage.
3Editor'snote: We have retainedhere the authors' occasionaluse of 'clarion
register' (for what is more commonly known in Britain as the 'second-' or
'clarinetregister').
4 This experiment, describedin Keefe (1983), has been replicatedby Backus
(1981) and by Dane, reportedin Hirschberget al. (1991), who obtainedsimilar
results.
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s The criterionof what constitutes'reasonablylarge'for the length-to-diameter
ratio of a tone hole remainsa topic for furtherresearch.It is unknown to what
extent the differencesin playing properties of wind instrumentsin different
historicaleras can be relatedto differencesin this tone-hole design parameter;
consider, for example, the pronounced undercutting of tone holes on many
baroqueinstruments.
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